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SUMMARY 

The network mobility (NEMO) is proposed to support the mobility management when users move as a 
whole. In IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), the individual Quality of Service (QoS) control for NEMO 
results in excessive signaling cost. On the other hand, current QoS schemes have two drawbacks: unaware -
ness of the heterogeneous wireless environment and inefficient utilization of the reserved bandwidth. 
To solve these problems, we present a novel heterogeneous bandwidth sharing (HBS) scheme for QoS 
provision under IMS-based NEMO (IMS-NEMO). The HBS scheme selects the most suitable access 
network for each session and enables the new coming non-real-time sessions to share bandwidth with the 
Variable Bit Rate (VBR) coded media flows. The modeling and simulation results demonstrate that the 
HBS can satisfv users' QoS requirement and obtain a more efficient use of the scarce wireless bandwidth. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Forthcoming fourth generation (4G) networks are expected to enable the users with portable devices 
to maintain the Internet connectivity through different and heterogeneous technologies, anytime 
and anywhere [1]. Most studies on mobility management have focused on the technologies to 
support host mobility in an individual manner [2]. In order to address the group mobility (for 
example, in a vehicle, there may exist tens or hundreds of users moving together), the concept of 
network mobility (NEMO) [3] is introduced by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). In NEMO 
schemes, all users in a vehicle are packed as a unit which is called mobile network (MN) and an 
inside gateway takes charge of the mobility management for all of them. Thus, Mobile Terminals 
(MTs) in the MN get rid of the individual process of mobility management such as location update 
and handover, and accordingly the signaling cost in the core network is reduced. For the QoS 
control in NEMO, however, the individual resource reservation has high signaling cost, because 
each active session transmits the same signaling from the inside gateway to the outside access 
network for QoS requesting and QoS state refreshing. Thus, several schemes [4-8] are proposed, in 



which the inside gateway realizes bandwidth sharing and QoS request aggregation by maintaining 
a single QoS reservation state on behalf of all the MTs. 

The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) developed by Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) 
provides IP-based control plane architecture for the evolution of 4G networks. In IMS, Session 
Initiation Protocol (SIP) is the session control signaling, which provides QoS support through: 
(1) QoS description in Session Description Protocol (SDP); (2) QoS negotiation at session estab
lishment; (3) QoS modification during the session [9]. SIP-based NEMO (SIP-NEMO) [10] has 
been proposed to improve the NEMO basic protocol on mobility management. Although IMS-
based NEMO (IMS-NEMO) can take use of the SIP-NEMO, the QoS negotiation and resource 
reservation are still an open issue. 

Considering the evolution of 4G networks, current QoS control schemes [4-8] have two draw
backs: (1) heterogeneous access networks are not considered, and all the sessions inside the MN can 
only be connected to a single network. Thus, the available resources of multiple access networks 
are not fully utilized; (2) the reserved bandwidth from the inside gateway to the access network 
is not utilized effectively. The Variable Bit Rate (VBR) coded media stream reserves bandwidth 
according to its peak bandwidth, thus it may have unused idle bandwidths during the session 
holding time. If the MN can make use of these idle bandwidths to serve the delay insensitive 
sessions, the scarce wireless resource can be saved. 

Accordingly, this paper proposes a heterogeneous bandwidth sharing (HBS) scheme for the 
IMS-NEMO QoS control, in which the SIP signaling for QoS negotiation and resource reservation 
are presented for the first time. HBS includes two mechanisms to optimize the current QoS 
schemes: (1) the multi-access network selection policy, enabling the MN to select the optimal 
access network for each session; and (2) the Idle Bandwidth Sharing (IBS) algorithm, which can 
reduce the utilized bandwidth of the MN by making use of the idle bandwidth of VBR traffics. 
As HBS only needs several enhanced functionalities in the gateways of the MN and the access 
networks, its implementation is feasible. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the related work. Section 3 
proposes HBS scheme including IMS-NEMO QoS architecture, multi-access network selection 
policy and idle bandwidth sharing algorithm, with our original contribution presented in detail. 
Section 4 develops a k-D Markov model for analyzing the utilized bandwidth and the session 
blocking probability for HBS scheme. And the analytic model is validated against simulation 
experiments. Section 5 investigates the performance of HBS. Finally, Section 6 concludes the 
paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 

To support group mobility, the NEMO basic protocol (NEMO BSP) is proposed by IETF. In the 
NEMO BSP, there is a central node called Mobile Router (MR) that connects to the Internet and 
provides networking services for the attached MTs. But the NEMO BSP inherits the drawbacks of 
Mobile IPv6, such as inefficient routing path, single point of failure, long handover latency, high 
packet loss and high packet overhead. Most of the recent research efforts on MIP-NEMO have 
concentrated on solving these problems resulting in several optimization schemes [11-17]. 

Different from the MlP-based NEMO (MIP-NEMO), Huang et al. [10] first introduce 
SIP-NEMO, which uses SIP to provide mobility support for NEMO. In SIP-NEMO, the core 
element of the MN is a SIP NEMO Server (SIP-NMS), which is responsible for the mobility 
management of all the MTs in the MN. The SIP-NMS acts as a gateway and translates the SIP 
header of each incoming or outgoing message by using the mechanism of the Network Address 
Translation (NAT). In this way, SIP-NMS keeps all the attached MTs globally reachable and 
transparent to the movement of the MN. Pack et al. [18] point out that SIP-NEMO can easily be 
deployed and reduce the tunneling overhead incurred in the NEMO BSP; however, it increases the 
handoff latency due to the large message length. Therefore, some researchers improve SIP-NEMO 
on the session establishment and location management [19,20]. Recently, Chiang et al. [10] 



integrate SIP-NEMO in IMS, and propose two interworking architectures: loosely coupled and 
tightly coupled. 

For QoS control in NEMO, Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)-based resource reservation 
protocols cannot be applied directly due to the following two reasons: (1) the MTs inside the MN 
are unaware of MN's mobility; (2) excessive signaling overhead. To solve these problems, protocols 
that reserve resources for the active sessions inside the MN are proposed. The On-Board RSVP [4] 
extends the well-known RSVP protocol by adding a new object to the PATH and RESV messages 
to provide the best-effort treatment for the sessions inside the MN. The NEMOR [5] protocol 
uses a generic signaling protocol called Next Step In Signaling (NSIS) to exploit Differentiated 
Services (DiffServ) on the bi-directional tunnel between the MR and its home agent, and Integrated 
Services (IntServ) between MR's home agent and the corresponding nodes. The MR maintains a 
single QoS reservation state on behalf of the MTs that it serves. 

Moreover, a Mobile Bandwidth-Aggregation (MBA) reservation scheme is proposed by Wang 
et al. [6] to support QoS guaranteed services for MIP-NEMO. In MBA, the MR works as the 
proxy of all MTs insides the MN, which aggregates and reserves their required bandwidths. 
Also, three bandwidth reservation policies, i.e. static reservation, dynamic reservation and hybrid 
reservation, are presented. The hybrid reservation in MBA requests a static increment of bandwidth 
dynamically whenever there is no spare bandwidth to accommodate new requests. The MBA scheme 
resolves the mobility unawareness and excessive signaling overhead problems in supporting QoS for 
MIP-NEMO. 

Although the above bandwidth aggregation schemes improve the signaling efficiency by main
taining a single QoS state for the whole MN rather than for each individual session, its benefit may 
be undermined by the necessity of constantly maintaining this state when sessions are frequently 
created and terminated. Thus, Kamel et al. [7, 8] propose a dynamic cost-driven QoS aggregation 
policy, which aims at minimizing the cost per unit time of each aggregation cycle. The cost consists 
of a cost for holding QoS requests and a cost for sending a message to the access network to create 
or update a resource reservation. However, how to quantize the cost of holding a new session is 
not mentioned. 

In conclusion, the current optimized QoS schemes for NEMO are based on RSVP [4-8]. 
However, they cannot totally realize the QoS control for IMS-NEMO, because QoS control 
signaling during the session establishment in IMS includes QoS negotiation and resource reserva
tion which are based on SIP and Diameter [9]. Furthermore, both MBA scheme [6] and cost-optimal 
QoS aggregation method [7] have the following shortcomings: (1) the heterogeneous wireless 
environment provides more resources for mobile users than traditional single network, but both 
schemes cannot dynamically select the best network for each session according to its QoS require
ments; (2) the policy of QoS adjustment for the arrival of new sessions does not effectively make 
use of the bandwidth that has been reserved for the whole MN. 

3. A NEW QoS SCHEME FOR IMS-NEMO 

The main idea of the new HBS scheme is to provide QoS support in the IMS-NEMO with SIP. Also, 
we include a heterogeneous network selection policy and an idle bandwidth sharing algorithm, in 
order to optimize the resource utilization without significantly sacrificing the QoS of each session 
within the MN. 

3.1. IMS-NEMO QoS architecture 

Figure 1 shows the IMS-NEMO architecture in the heterogeneous access environment, which uses 
SIP-NEMO [10] for mobility management. In IMS network, the Packet Data Network Gateway 
(PGW) provides an integrated access to the IMS core network for all the access networks belonging 
to its serving domain. The Policy and Charging Rule Function (PCRF) makes policy decisions and 



Figure 1. The architecture of the IMS-NEMO. 

authorizes QoS resources. The Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) is implemented 
in the PGW for resource reservation. The Proxy Call Session Control Function (P-CSCF) is the 
access point of IMS core network, which acts as the Application Function (AF) in the QoS policy 
decision [9, 21]. 

In the MN, SIP-NMS is the gateway with session border controller (SBC) mechanism, which 
aggregates the session control signaling and provides QoS support for IMS-NEMO by reserving 
an entire resource in the outside IMS network on behalf of all the sessions within the MN. The 
SIP-NMS connects MTs inside the MN by Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) interfaces and 
attaches to the Internet through several external wireless interfaces, such as Wideband CDMA 
(WCDMA), World Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) and WLAN interfaces. For 
each wireless network, a bearer referring to a logical IP transmission path with specific QoS 
properties is established between the SIP-NMS and the PGW. Compared with the SIP-NMS in 
SIP-NEMO [10], two new components (Network Selector and Queue Scheduler) are added in our 
SIP-NMS. The Network Selector takes charge of selecting the suitable access network for each 
session according to its QoS requirements. The Queue Scheduler provides QoS guarantee for all 
the IP flows and makes use of the idle bandwidths of VBR flows in the established bearer to serve 
the delay insensitive sessions. 

The SIP-NMS in SIP-NEMO provides a SIP URI-list service in order to avoid excessive signaling 
messages on wireless links when MN moves to a new network [10]. But the bearer establishment 
request (e.g. Activate Packet Data Protocol context request in Universal Mobile Telecommuni
cations System) and the Diameter signaling do not support URI-list service, so the SIP URI-list 
service cannot totally realize the establishment of aggregated sessions in IMS-NEMO. Therefore, 
we provide an entire bearer establishment for IMS-NEMO, where the SIP-NMS aggregates the 
QoS requests and maintains an entire resource reservation state for the whole MN. The process of 
session aggregation can be invoked by the arrival of new sessions or the handover when the MN 
moves to a new IMS domain served by another P-CSCF. In Figure 2, the QoS control signaling 
for IMS-NEMO is presented, which consists of three phases: (1) QoS negotiation; (2) Bearer 
establishment and resource reservation and (3) QoS approval. 

(1) QoS negotiation. A session's QoS profile is depicted in SDP, which includes media codec, 
bit-rate and bandwidth requirements. The SIP-NMS aggregates new session requests or initiates 
a handover request by sending a SIP INVITE (or re-INVITE when a handover happens) with 
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Figure 2. The QoS control signaling for IMS-NEMO. 

a list of URIs and SDPs. The QoS negotiation is performed through the SDP Offer/Answer 
model. In this phase, the SIP-NMS selects suitable access network for each session (introduced in 
Section 3.2), and the P-CSCF/AF sends the service-based QoS information to the PCRF for policy 
decision. 

(2) Bearer establishment and resource reservation. The SIP-NMS aggregates the bearer estab
lishment requests from MTs, and sends an entire bearer establishment request to the PGW with 
each session's token after calculating the new QoS profile of the entire bearer. The entire resource 
reservation is finished in PGW after the policy decision, QoS profile authorization and QoS rule 
indication in PCRF. Afterwards, the bearer from the SIP-NMS to the PGW with the new QoS 
profiles is established. 

(3) QoS approval. The SIP-NMS aggregates the UPDATE messages to notify the Corresponding 
Hosts (CHs) that the resource reservation is finished. After the sessions are set up, the media flows 
can be transmitted through the end-to-end entire bearer path. 



3.2. Multi-access network selection policy 

The heterogeneous networks provide a variety of access technologies to the users. Thus, when 
the MN moves in the heterogeneous environment, the SIP-NMS should choose the most suitable 
access technology for each session. For example, when a vehicle travels in the city where the 
WLAN hotspots are overlaid with 3G network, a business person may prefer to connect the ongoing 
multimedia conference to the 3G network for service continuity; on the other hand, a student may 
connect the HTTP sessions to the WLAN for obtaining more bandwidth with the low price. 

The selection of access network according to multiple criteria is a complicated optimization 
problem. For the normal MT, user preference is a good means to overcome the complexity of the 
multiple criteria [22]. However, it is not enough that SIP-NMS only considers user preference for 
the selection of access network. In our scheme, SIP-NMS takes into consideration the following 
three factors: (1) MN moving speed (V); (2) user preference (P) and (3) network load (L). Let 
Rg(s) represents access network 0's feasibility to serve session s when only factor a is considered, 
where ae{V,P,L), de{N\, ...,N„} and 0^R%(s)^l. 

As all users in the MN move with the same velocity as MN, all sessions have the same 
Rfl. (s)(l < /<«) . Assume that v is velocity of the MN, and v^t is the maximum velocity supported 

by access network Ni.R^.{s) can be obtained according to v and v^r For example, when the 
MN's velocity v is greater than 18km/h, it cannot be served by WLAN because it crosses the 
WLAN cell in a short time (several hundreds of seconds). Similarly, if MN's velocity is greater 
than 72km/h, WiMAX cannot provide good QoS to its sessions [22]. Thus, we define Rjj.(s) as 
Equation (1), where 1 and 0 means that session s can and cannot be served by access network Ni, 
respectively. 

[ l , 0^v<vNi 

[0, vNi^v 

R^, (s) is computed based on the user preference. For simplicity, we define five levels (extremely 
suitable, suitable, medium, unsuitable, forbidden), which correspond to values (4, 3, 2, 1, 0). 
Based on the user preference, session s can decide its level of preference with respect to access 
network Ni, which is denoted as U^is). For example, consider the charging policy defined 
in the user preference. If the charging policy is economical, we have: U^cis) = 1 (unsuitable); 
tAviMaxC?) =3 (suitable); and £/WLANCS) = 3 (suitable). We define R^.(s) a s Equation (2), which is 
the normalized UN^S). 

< • ( * ) = ^ , m
T\' ,_s (2) 

2Z%iUNj(s) 

To compute R^, (s), we take into consideration the required bandwidth of session s and the load 
of each access network. Obviously, the access network with fewer loads is more suitable to serve 
the new session. Assume C^i is the bandwidth capacity of Ni, B^i is the unused bandwidth of 
Nt, and b(s) is the required bandwidth of session s, we define R^.(s) a s : 

RNM> 

0, b(s)^BNi 

BN.-b(s) (3) 
1 ' , 0^b(s)<BNi 

CNt 

In the process of selecting the best access network, the user preference (P) and network load (L) 
are considered together. Let txL and txp be the weight of L and P, respectively, where txL, txp e (0,1) 
and nL + txp = 1. The weights can be defined by the network operator based on the requirements. 
For each access network Ni, we calculate its score as follows: 

FNi(s) = aLR^i(s) + apRP
i(s) (4) 

If there is only one access network, R^, (s), R^, (s) and R^, (s) do not need to be calculated for 
each new session. But when the MN moves to a new area where multiple access networks coexist, 



the multi-access network selection is triggered in the case of a new session arriving. The velocity 
of the MN is first considered. If only one access network is suitable for the MN, all the sessions 
are connected to that network, and the selection procedure is finished. Otherwise, more than one 
candidate access network can serve the MN in terms of its velocity. As a result, we select the 
best network by considering both user preference and network load: the SIP-NMS computes the 
weighted scores of all candidate access networks by Equation (4). Finally, the candidate access 
network with highest score is selected. 

3.3. Idle bandwidth sharing (IBS) algorithm 

The SIP-NMS maintains the bearer from SIP-NMS to the PGW according to the QoS profiles of 
all sessions. However, when a new session arrives or an active session terminates, the bandwidth 
of bearer may need to be adjusted. However, frequently adjusting the bandwidth can result in high 
signaling cost. We propose an idle bandwidth sharing algorithm, in order to reduce the QoS control 
signaling and save the bandwidth utilized by the MN. 

Four QoS traffic classes are defined in UMTS [9, 23]: conversational, streaming, interactive 
and background. Conversational and streaming classes are mainly used to carry real-time traffic 
flows, which require sufficient bandwidth for media transmission. On the other hand, interactive 
and background classes are mainly adopted by non-real-time Internet applications such as WWW, 
Email, Telnet and FTP, due to their loose delay requirements. As for multimedia traffics, two 
encoding techniques can be used: (1) Constant Bit Rate (CBR) in which the frame size is fixed; 
(2) VBR in which the frame size is varied according to the media content. For the VBR flow, the 
resource is reserved in terms of its peak bandwidth during QoS negotiation. If the used bandwidth 
is less than the peak value, there exists idle bandwidth. As all sessions inside MN shares the bearer 
from SIP-NMS to PGW, the idle bandwidth reserved for VBR traffic can be exploited to serve the 
non-real-time flows of new sessions. Thus, if a new session only contains interactive or background 
traffics, there is no need to adjust the reserved bandwidth when the session is established. As a 
result, the QoS control signaling can be reduced and the bandwidth utilized by the bearer can be 
saved. 

To simplify the explanation of IBS algorithm, we make the following assumptions: 

(1) We only consider access network Ni, although the SIP-NMS may connect to multiple access 
networks simultaneously. 

(2) We only discuss the process of uplink flows in SIP-NMS. The process of downlink flows is 
similar to that of uplink flows and it is performed in PGW. 

(3) A session's bandwidth requirements are depicted in the SDP, which includes each media 
flow's transmitting rate. 

The IBS algorithm works as follows. If a new session only contains non-real-time flows, it uses 
the idle bandwidth of VBR traffics, and is set up directly without the need of resource reservation 
shown in the phase 2 of Figure 2. A Non-Real-time Queue (NRQ) is allocated to buffer its packets. 
Otherwise, the session is held by setting a timer VT (the length of VT is a parameter) and ns that 
denotes the number holding sessions is increased by one. If ns exceeds the defined threshold or 
one of VT timers expires, the SIP-NMS calculates the required total bandwidth and then sends the 
aggregate QoS request to update the bearer. Note that if the session includes both real-time and 
non-real-time flows, only the bandwidth required by its real-time flows is considered. After that 
session is set up, a NRQ is allocated for each of its non-real-time flows. On the other hand, if a 
non-real-time flow in an established session waits for the idle bandwidth over a threshold time, its 
NRQ is removed and a new session is initiated to allocate bandwidth for it. To reduce the QoS 
control signaling, we also first hold this new session by setting a timer VT and increase ns by one. 
After its required bandwidth is reserved, a Non-Real-time Flow (NRF) queue is allocated for it. 
Furthermore, if a session is initiated by a high-end user, each of its non-real-time flows is allocated 
an NRF queue in order to ensure its high priority. 

Figure 3 shows the scheduling queues used by the IBS algorithm. Assume Sv is the set of active 
real-time VBR flows, Sm is the set of non-real-time flows and T is the bandwidth aggregation 
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period. When a session is established, each of its VBR flow, CBR flow and non-real-time flow 
is allocated a VBR Queue (VQ), CBR queue and a NRQ to buffer its packets, respectively. Each 
VQ is associated with an event trigged monitor, which provides the information about the idle 
bandwidth of its corresponding VBR flow. Also, the monitor in each VQ, CBR and NFQ queue is 
responsible for inserting a tag at the end of each T period. During a bandwidth aggregation period 
(f„), the VQs, CBRs and NFQs buffer their packets that will be transmitted in next T time (f„+i). 
At the end of tn, Controller checks every monitor and obtains the information about the total idle 
bandwidth. At the start of next T time (f„+i), Controller takes out the packets from each NRQ in 
order of 'Round Robin' based on the information about total idle bandwidth, and puts them into 
the NSQ. But if there is no idle bandwidth, no packets are sent to the NSQ. Afterwards, Scheduler 
takes all packets from NSQ and all packets before the tags from VQs, CBR and NRF queues 
and sends them to the Aggregate Flow Queue (AFQ) by using General Processor Sharing (GPS) 
method [24]. In this way, the Scheduler can guarantee the QoS requirements of real-time flows, 
and enables the non-real-time flows to use the idle bandwidths of VBR flows when aggregating 
the flows of all the sessions inside the MN. 

Assume b' is the peak bandwidth required by VBR flow i and b'v is the bandwidth consumption 
of VBR flow i during period T. Assume bi«\\c and bm are the total idle bandwidth provided by 
all the VBR flows and the bandwidth utilized by the non-real-time flows during the last T time, 
respectively. Let psj be the packet size of non-real-time flow j . tn is the rath period of bandwidth 
aggregation, and its length is T. The process of the Controller and the Scheduler at the end of 
each T time is shown as follows. 

1: &idie = 0; bm = 0; j = \ 
2: For i = \ to \SV\//calculate the idle bandwidth for tn period 
3: UVv<Ty.Vp 

4: Controller computes the idle bandwidth: ba\e = fejdie + (T x b'L — bl
v) 

5: End If 
6: End For 
7: While fenr<feidie do 
8: Controller fetches a packet from NRQ, and sends it to NSQ 
9: bm = bm + psj 
10: j = (+ + j)mod|VI 
11: End While 
12: Scheduler fetches packets from VQs, NSQ, CBR and NRF queues to AFQ 



4. AN ANALYTICAL MODEL 

In this section, we present an analytical model to obtain the bandwidth consumption and the session 
blocking probability for HBS. Also, the simulation is used to verify the analytical results. The 
notations are summarized in Table I. 

4.1. k-D Markov model for bandwidth reservation without IBS 

We assume that the maximum number of media flows owned by each session is k. The arrivals of 
sessions to the MN are Poisson distributed with rates X, and the session holding time follows an 
exponential distribution with a mean of l//i. The media flows can be VBR coded, CBR coded or 
non-real-time flows. Considering that a media flow requesting multiple units of bandwidth can be 
separated into multiple flows with each requesting one unit of bandwidth, for the sake of simplicity 
and without loss of generality, we assume that each media flow requests a single unit of bandwidth, 
which is denoted as Bu 

Let pi(10^k) be the proportion of sessions requesting / media flows among the total 
arrival sessions in MN. Let Xi be the arrival rate of sessions requesting / units of bandwidth. 
We have: 

k 
Xi = piX with J2 Pi = 1 (5) 

1=1 

Assume that nb is the number of bandwidth units that the outside networks provide for the MN, 
which can be calculated as: 

nb=[BN/Bu\ (6) 

Table I. Summary of key notations. 

Notations Description 

k The maximum number of media flows contained in a session 
X Session arrival rate in MN 
H Session holding time 
Bu The size of bandwidth requested by a media flow 
Bfj The size of bandwidth provided by the outside access network 
rijy The number of bandwidth units provided by the outside network 
x/ The number of sessions requesting l(l^l^k) units of bandwidth 

S(xj , • • •, x/, • • •, Xfc) A feasible state means that the MN has accepted x\ sessions requesting 1 unit of 
bandwidth, x^ sessions requesting 2 units of bandwidth, and so on 

pi The probability that a session has l(\^J.^Jc) media flows 
X[ The arrival rate of sessions requesting / units of bandwidth 
5(x\, . . . , x / , . . . ,X£) Indicator function guaranteeing that infeasible states are not considered in the k-D 

Markov model 
P The transition probability matrix of k-D Markov model 
7t The vector representing the steady state probabilities of k-D Markov model 
rrij. The total bandwidth consumption for the MN 
pr. The blocking probability for the session requiring r(\^r^k) units of bandwidth 
pt, The total blocking probability 
Q The transition probability matrix of the ON/OFF Markov model for VBR flows 
v The vector represent the steady state probability of the ON/OFF Markov model 
v\ The steady state probability of the state 'OFF' in the ON/OFF Markov model 
X'i The arrival rate of the session needing to request / units of bandwidth 
S[ 1 A service with / flows 
p s n The proportion of service sii among sessions containing / flows 
XSI i The arrival rate of sessions belonging to service si j 
nv s. The number of VBR flows in a session belonging to service s/ ,-
nnr s. The number of non-real-time flows in a session belonging to service sij 
Ijdle The rate of idle bandwidth generated by all sessions 



Figure 4. State transition diagram for a general state. 

Here, B^ is the total bandwidth provided by the outside networks 
To analyze the system behavior, a k dimension (k-D) Markov model is considered. Let x\ be the 

number of sessions requesting / units of bandwidth. In this model, a state S(JCI , ..., x\,... JC#) means 
that the MN has accepted x\ sessions requesting 1 unit of bandwidth, X2 sessions requesting 2 
units of bandwidth and so on. For example, when k = 3, the state S(4, 3,5) represents the SIP-NMS 
has currently served four sessions with each requesting 1 unit of bandwidth, 3 sessions with each 
requesting 2 units of bandwidth and 5 sessions with each requesting 3 units of bandwidth. 

Let S be the set of feasible states S(x\, ...,xi, ...,Xk) satisfying x/^0, (10^k) and 
5Z/=1 Ixi^rib. We define an indicator function 5(x\,..., JC/, ..., Xk) as follows: 

5{x\ ,Xl,...,Xk)--

\ 1 if S(x\, ...,xi, 

I 0 otherwise. 

,xk)eS, 
(J) 

The general state transition rates are deduced as follows. If a session requesting / media flows 
arrives when the state is S(JCI , ..., x\, ..., JC#), it transits to S(JCI , ..., x\ + 1 , . . . , JC#) with the rate 
of X\. If a session requesting / media flows terminates, the state 5(JCI, .. . ,JC/, ...,JC^) transits to 
S(x\, ...,JC/ —1, ...,jc;0 with the rate of pt. By the same method, the state transition rate from 
S(x\, ...,JC/ —1, ...,jc;0 to S(x\, . . . ,JC/, ...,jcfc)isi/, and the state transition rate from 5(JCI, ... ,JC/ + 

1, ...,Xk) to S(x\, ...,xi, ...,Xk) is fi. 
Figure 4 shows the general state transition diagram at a non-boundary state 5 ( JCI , . . . , JC/, ..., Xk). 

From this figure, we can deduce the Steady-State Balance Equation for 5(JCI, ..., JC/, ..., Xk) as: 

" (xi,...,Xl,...,Xk) 
J2 \.h&(x\,..., xi+1,..., xk)+jud(xi , . . . , * / - ! , . . . , Xŷ )] 
/=1 

= EW/̂ r 
/ = l 

( x i , . . . , x / - l , . . . , x ^ ) 
(5(xi, . . . , x / - l , ...,Xk) 

+^P(x1 , . . . ,x / + l , . . . , x , ) ^ l " - " ^ + 1 " - " ^ ) ] (8) 

where P. , is the steady-state probability of 5(JCI, .. . ,JC/, . . . ,JC^). Similarly, we can 
(Xl, . . .,X/, ,X^J 

obtain the Steady-State Balance Equations for all the other states. In addition, we have the following 
normalization constraint: 

T.P( ( X 1 , . . . , X / , . . . , X £ ) 
8{X\, . . . , * / , ...,Xk)=l. 



Here, we use the interactive method to solve the Steady-State Balance Equations [25]. 
First, we obtain the one-step transmission matrix from the Steady-State Equations. Second, 
the one-step transmission matrix is normalized to obtain the transition probability matrix P. 
Finally, the iterative power method is used to obtain the steady-state probability of P. Let 
n=[Pmn n\> Pn n m . ^ n i m>--->^- „ • • •, P, n ml be the vector repre-

L ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) ' ( 1 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) ' ( 0 , 1 , . . . , 0 ) ' ' (x\,...,xi,...,Xk) ("6,0, . . . , 0 ) J c 

senting the steady-state probabilities, rc's dimension is \S\ (i.e. the number of feasible states). 
Furthermore, let rc(0) = [l ,0, . . . ,0] be the vector representing the initial state probabilities, and 
n(n) be the state probabilities after w-step transition. By taking the limit of n, we can obtain n as 
follows: 

n = lim n(n) = lim n(Q) x P x ... x P 
n—*ca n—*ca 

:7t(0)x lim P x . . . x P (9) 

From the steady-state probabilities n, we can derive the utilized bandwidth for the whole MN 
in total as: 

mb = Bu E 
S(x\,...,xi,...,xk)eS 

' (xi,...,xi,...,Xk) J2lxi 
1=1 

(10) 

For the session requesting r(l<r<&) units of bandwidth, let Sr
b be the set of states 

S{x\, ...,xi,...,Xk) satisfying r + E / = i ^ x i = M*" a n ( l l t s blocking probability can be computed as 
follows: 

Pb 2-, (xi,...,xi,...,Xk) 
S(xi,...,xi,...,xk)eSr

b 

(11) 

Thus, the total blocking probability is computed as: 

k k 

Pb=Y,PrPb=Y, Pr E 
S(x\,...,xi,...,xk)eSr

h 

(xi,...,xi,...,xt) 
(12) 

The above analysis of &-D Markov model can also be applied to MBA for deducing its utilized 
bandwidth and session blocking probability. 

4.2. Derivation for IBS algorithm 

Shin et al. [26] model the VBR voice traffic as two-state Markov chains, shown in Figure 5. The 
state 'ON' means there are packets to be transmitted, while the state 'OFF' means there is no 
packet to be transmitted. For other types of VBR flows, we can still use the ON/OFF model to 
approximate it. For example in Figure 6, the irregular curve shows the traffic generated by the 
VBR flow every second. Discretizing the irregular curve, the ON/OFF model (shown in the grey 

Figure 5. State transition diagram for the ON/OFF model. 



ON/OFF VBR model Irregular VBR model 

Figure 6. Bandwidth utilization of VBR flows. 

pattern) can approximate the irregular curve such that the bandwidths used (i.e. the grey pattern 
and fringe pattern) are the same for a period of time. Let Q be the transition probability matrix of 

the ON/OFF Markov model shown in Figure 5, and Q = (®° ®| Y 

Let v=[t>o,t>i] be the vector representing the steady-state probability of the state 'ON' and 
'OFF'. Given the initial state v(0) = [l,0], we have: 

v= lim v(w) = 
n—^oo 

-- lim v(0)Q". 
n—^oo 

(13) 

Assume a session requesting / media flows can belong to one of m services, 5/1, . . . , s / m and 
the proportion of sij is pS[ i. Let XSI i be the arrival rate of sessions belonging to service sij, which 
can be calculated as: Xipsii. For service sij, the number of VBR flows is nv s,. and the number 
of non-real-time flows is nnrsi i. 

Let lidie be the rate of idle bandwidth generated by all sessions, which can be estimated as: 

Xi&\e = V\ J2 J2hPsnnv,Sii (14) 

Let X\ be the arrival rate of sessions that need to request / units of bandwidth. We use the 
following algorithm to obtain all X'i(10^k). 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17: 

Set all the X\ to 0 
Calculate Xa\c according to Equation (14) 
For l = k to 1 

For each service sij in sessions containing / flows 
Ifw nr,si,i >0 and lidie>0 

I f As/,; >hd\e/nnr,sij 

M = H-\- {Xsii — Aidle/nnriS[i ) 

\l-nm 

h&e, = 
Else 

n,0 
0 

>k/-n„r.,,)+^idle/« '•sl,i nr ,s ; ; 

\ l - n n r , % l ) - ^ - n 

hd\e — hd\e' 
End If 

Else X\ 
End If 
End For 

End For 

nr,sn M,st 

A] + / , ; n,i 

This algorithm first initializes all X\ to be 0 (line 1) and computes the available idle bandwidth 
îdie (line 2). Then, it works by processing the sessions with the number of media flows from k 

to 1. For the session with the number of media flows as /, each of its service sij is processed as 
follows (lines 5-15): if its number of non-real-time flow (i.e. nVjSi,) is 0 or lidie is 0 (line 14), it 
means that this service needs to request / units of bandwidth and thus X\ is increased by Xs,; (i.e. 
this service's arrival rate). Otherwise, it first checks whether current idle bandwidth Xi&e can serve 



Figure 7. Simulation Scenario. 

the non-real-time flows of all its sessions (line 6). If so (lines 11-12), it means that this service 
needs to request l — nnrsii units of bandwidth and thus Z,_ \ is increased by Xsii and Xa\e 

' ^ nr>sl,i ' ' 

is decreased by nnriSliXsli; otherwise, the idle bandwidth can only serve the non-real-time flows 
°f kdie/nnr,si; sessions, and for the other 1S[ i —Xa\c/nnriSl i sessions, each still needs to request / 
units of bandwidth, thus Xs,. is decreased by Xa\c/nnr s,., Z,_ \ is increased by Mdie/nnr si • 
and lidie is set to 0 (lines 7-9). 

After obtaining all ,^(1 </<&), we can update Steady-State Balance Equation (8) by replacing 
Xi with X\, and use the similar method as Section 4.1 to solve the Steady-State Balance Equations. 
In this way, m^ and pt, for HBS with IBS algorithm can be estimated from Equations (10) and 
(12), respectively. 

4.3. Simulation validation 

In order to validate the above analytical modeling, we have developed a Java-based test bed to 
simulate the IMS-NEMO, which includes several discrete-event simulators, IMS servers and the 
implementation of HBS. The IMS network entities, SIP clients and SIP-NMS are all developed 
based on the open source code SIP stack SIPp [27]. The discrete-event simulators simulate the 
session traffics and mobility behaviors of a vehicle moving along the road [28]. Figure 7 depicts 
the simulation scenario for IMS-NEMO. The MN (i.e. a vehicle) that is managed by a SIP-NMS 
can roam among three access networks, and connect to the Internet through IMS. Ten MTs are 
placed inside the vehicle. Four SIP servers are configured in the Internet. General Packet Radio 
Service (GPRS) network, WLAN and WiMAX network are connected to IMS with bandwidth set 
to be 240kb/s, 1 Mb/s and 1.25 Mb/s, respectively The GPRS network covers the whole IMS 
domain. The radius of hotspot area provided by WLAN is set to be 1 km. The covered distance 
served by a wireless base station of WiMAX network is set to be 50 km. The vehicle's speed 
varies according to its type, e.g. a bus's speed can reach lOOkm/h and a train's speed can reach 
300km/h. We will discuss the impact of different mobility parameters on the performance of HBS 
in the following tests. 

Our simulation adopts a more realistic model to simulate the sessions and their bandwidth 
utilizations. Four services are developed: (1) multimedia conference with 2 VBR flows and 1 
non-real-time flow; (2) VoIP service with 1 VBR flow and 1 CBR flow; (3) VoD service with 
1 VBR flow and (4) FTP service with 1 non-real-time flow. Sessions arrive with an intensity 
of 0.133 sessions per second. The proportion of service (1), (2), (3) and (4) is 1/3, 1/3, 1/6 
and 1/6, respectively. The holding time of all sessions except FTP ones follows an exponential 
distribution with the mean of 60 s. The single unit of bandwidth requested by each media flow 



Table II. Simulation parameters. 

Parameters Values 

The number of SIP-NMS (MR) in the MN 
The number of MTs in the MN 
X: session arrival rate 
ft: session holding time 
The bandwidth of GPRS network 
The bandwidth of WiMAX network 
The bandwidth of WLAN 
The covered distance of WiMAX network 
The covered distance of WLAN 
v: the vehicle speed 
The packets size of non-real-time flows 
K: the parameter of Pareto distribution 
Bu: the size of bandwidth a media flow requests 
T: the period for idle bandwidth aggregation in IBS algorithm 

1 
10 
0.133 sessions per second 
60s 
240kb/s 
1.25 Mb/s 
IMb/s 
50 km 
lkm 
lOkm/h, 70km/h or 200km/h 
lkb 
10/9 
30kb/s 
0.25 s 

60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600 660 720 

Time (minutes) 

Figure 8. The impact of parameter T on the performance of IBS. 

is 30kbit/s. The packets size for FTP session with only non-real-time flow is 1000 bytes. The 
holding time of FTP session depends on the provided bandwidth and its traffic, which follows 
a Pareto distribution with the parameter K. Table II lists the values of parameters used in our 
simulations. 

During the whole simulation period, a vehicle travels in the IMS domain which is covered by 
GPRS network. Along its traveling path, the vehicle may enter the overlapped area of GPRS and 
another access network such as WLAN or WiMAX. After SIP-NMS attaches to a new access 
network, part of the new coming sessions are allocated to the new access network by the Network 
Selector. If a new access network is assigned to serve a session, SIP-NMS sets up its bearer to 
PGW according to the calculated QoS profiles. When the vehicle leaves the overlapped area of 
GPRS and the other network, SIP-NMS re-establishes the bearer to PGW via GPRS network. 

First, we discuss how to set the appropriate value of parameter T for IBS algorithm. We ran the 
simulations with different T values when u = 200km/h (i.e. MN only accesses to GPRS network), 
and found that the value of T impacts the performance of IBS algorithm significantly, e.g. session 
blocking probabilities increase when T becomes smaller, as shown in Figure 8. Obviously, the idle 
bandwidth aggregated from the VBR flows in each T period should be large enough to transmit 
at least one non-real-time packet. With a small value of T, the non-real-time packet cannot be fit 
into the aggregated idle bandwidth. With the increase of T, the idle bandwidth aggregated from 
VBR flows increase. However, the packet delays for real-time flows are also increased. Thus, T 
cannot be set too large. In the following experiments, we set T as 0.25 s. 

Figure 9 shows the session blocking probabilities during 600 min with two different speeds of 
the vehicle. The areas where the vehicle travels are as follows: (1) the GPRS network; (2) the 
overlapped area of WLAN and GPRS; (3) the GPRS network; (4) the overlapped area of WLAN and 
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Figure 9. Simulation results under various speeds. 
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GPRS; (5) the GPRS network; (6) the overlapped area of WiMAX and GPRS (when v = lOkm/h, 
the vehicle terminates in this area at the 600th minute) and (7) the GPRS network. From Figure 9, 
we can see that the curve of u=70km/h changes acutely two times. When the vehicle can only 
access the GPRS network, the session blocking probability is about 0.40 because the provided 
bandwidth cannot serve all the incoming sessions. After 150 min, the session blocking probability 
decreases to 0.04, because the vehicle enters the overlapped area of WiMAX and GPRS and HBS's 
multi-access network selection enables the MN to utilize the bandwidth provided by the two access 
networks. After 250 min, the session blocking probability increases again because the vehicle can 
only access the GPRS network. Note that the vehicle cannot use the bandwidth of WLAN due to 
its high speed when it travels in the overlapped area of WLAN and GPRS network, which shows in 
Figure 9 that the session block probabilities of the first 150 min are similar to those after 250 min. 

The MN's mobility has impact on the performance of HBS. For example, when the vehicle's 
speed is lOkm/h, we can see in Figure 9 that the session blocking probability decreases to about 
0.04 in the period between the 123th and the 135th minute, and the period between the 167th and 
the 179th minute. During these periods, the vehicle is moving in the overlapped area of GPRS and 
WLAN. As HBS's multi-access network selection enables some of the sessions to access WLAN, 
the session blocking probability decreases. 

Finally, we compare the simulation results with our analytical ones when u = 70km/h. The 
session blocking probability obtained from the analytical model is 0.381 when the vehicle can 
only access the GPRS network. On the other hand, the analytical session blocking probability is 
0.037 when the vehicle can access both the GPRS and WiMAX network, because in this case the 
maximum number of bandwidth units provided by GPRS and WiMAX network is 48. Therefore, 
Figure 9 shows that session blocking probability obtained from the simulation experiments is 
similar to that from the analytical model. The comparison results for the bandwidth consumption 
are similar and will not be presented in this paper. 



5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this section we evaluate the performance of HBS by comparing it with MBA in terms of: (1) the 
average number of admitted sessions; (2) the bandwidth consumption and (3) the session blocking 
probability. Also, we investigate the parameters of VBR flows on the performance of HBS. The 
vehicular traveling path is the same as Figure 7. We use 4 services described in Section 4.3, and 
change the proportion of each service according to different scenarios. The values of simulation 
parameters are similar to these in Table II, except the value of X and v. 

5.1. Comparison between HBS and MBA 

To evaluate the multi-access network selection policy and IBS algorithm, we consider two different 
cases: one is that MN's speed is 200km/h; and the other is that the MN's speed is 70km/h. In the 
first case, the MN with HBS scheme can only utilize the bandwidth of a single access network, i.e. 
GPRS. In the second case, when the MN travels in the overlapped area of GPRS and WLAN, HBS 
scheme only allows the MN to access GPRS network. However, when it travels in the overlapped 
area of GPRS and WiMAX, HBS scheme allows the MN to access both networks at the same 
time. Let r\ be the ratio of resident time that the MN is inside and outside the overlapped area of 
GPRS and WiMAX network in the case of v =70km/h. Note that the performance of MBA is not 
impacted by the MN's speed because it can only use the GPRS network even in the overlapped 
area of GPRS and the other network. 

In the first study, we vary the session arrival rates to compare the performance of MBA and HBS. 
Let pi = p2=ps = l/3, goo = <?n=0.5, /z = 60s and r\=\. Figure 10(a) shows that the number of 
sessions admitted grows with the increase of X. In case of u=200km/h, HBS performs better 
than MBA in terms of the number of sessions admitted, because HBS utilizes the idle bandwidth 
to serve non-real-time flows. Also, we can see that HBS at the speed of 70km/h performs better 
than MBA and HBS at the speed of 200 km/h. The reason is that when the MN is traveling at 
70km/h in the overlapped area of GPRS and WiMAX, HBS can make use of both networks to 
serve the sessions. With more sessions arriving at the MN, the number of sessions admitted is 
increased. 

From Figure 10(b), we observe that the bandwidth consumption increases as X increases. In the 
case of u=70km/h, all the arrival sessions can be set up successfully by HBS when MN is in 
the overlapped area of GPRS and WiMAX, so the bandwidth consumption increases linearly with 
the session arrival rate of MN. When X is less than 0.11, the bandwidth consumption of HBS with 
D = 70km/h is smaller than that of MBA, because the non-real-time flows in HBS can take use 
of the idle bandwidth. But when X is larger than 0.11, the bandwidth consumption of HBS with 
D = 70km/h is higher than that of MBA, because HBS enables the MN to admit more sessions 
than MBA. In addition, when the MN can only access one network (u = 200km/h), the bandwidth 
consumption of HBS is less than that of MBA due to its idle bandwidth sharing mechanism. 

From Figure 10(c), we observe that HBS at v =70km/h has the lowest session blocking prob
ability, because in the overlapped area of GPRS and WiMAX, the available bandwidth provided 
by these two networks can be used by HBS, which is sufficient to serve all the sessions. On the 
other hand, the blocking probability of HBS at v = 200km/h is less than that of MBA. The reason 
is that when the MN accesses only one network, HBS can use the idle bandwidth to serve the 
non-real-time flows, and thus its blocking probability is smaller than that of MBA. 

Now, we vary the proportion of a session containing three media flows (pi) to further analyze the 
performance metrics. We set pi = p2 = (l — pi)/2, goo = <?ii=0.5, 1 = 0.067 sessions per second, 
/x = 60s and r\ = \. In Figure 11(a), we can see that when pj, increases, the number of sessions 
admitted decreases, because more bandwidths are needed when the number of sessions with three 
flows is increased. On the average, HBS scheme can admit more sessions than MBA scheme. 
However, for HBS at the speed of 70km/h, the increasing of pj, has no effect on the number of 
sessions admitted, because in the overlapped area of GPRS and WiMAX, the available bandwidths 
provided by these two networks are sufficient to serve almost all arrival sessions. 
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Figure 11. Performance metrics vs p$. 
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Figure 12. Performance metrics vs goo and q\\. 

In Figure 11(b), when the MN is moving at the speed of 70km/h, the bandwidth consumption 
of HBS grows almost linearly with the increase of p$. We can see that HBS utilizes less bandwidth 
than MBA due to its idle bandwidth sharing mechanism. But HBS at u=70km/h utilizes more 
bandwidth than HBS at u=200km/h, because in the overlapped area of GPRS and WiMAX, 
MN can admit more sessions, which results in the increase of bandwidth consumption. However, 
when pi is higher than 0.7, the bandwidth consumption of both MBA and HBS at u=200km/h 
decreases. As most of the sessions require three units of bandwidth, the number of blocked sessions 
increases, which results in the decrease of bandwidth consumption. 

In Figure 11(c), we can see that MBA has the highest blocking probability. The higher pi, the 
more bandwidth required by the MN. Thus, when the available bandwidths provided by the access 
networks are smaller, the session blocking probabilities are higher with the increase of pj,. The 
blocking probability is lowest for HBS at u=70km/h, because in the overlapped area of GPRS 
and WiMAX network, it can exploit the bandwidth of these two networks to serve all the new 
sessions. 

5.2. Impact of VBR parameters on HBS performance 

Finally, we study the impact of the transition probabilities in the ON/OFF model (goo and q\\) 
on the performance of HBS. Let p\ = p2=pj, = \/'i, 1 = 0.067 sessions per second, /z = 60s and 
v = 200km/h. From Figure 12, we can see that the amount of bandwidth saved is especially evident 
when qoo is small and q\\ is large, because VBR can provide higher idle bandwidth and thus 
more non-real-time session can be served. Along with the decrease of goo ar>d the increase of 
q\\, the average number of admitted sessions increases (shown in Figure 12(a)); the bandwidth 
consumption decreases (shown in Figure 12(b)) and the session blocking probability decreases 
(shown in Figure 12(c)). 



6. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes the HBS scheme to support the QoS guarantee for IMS-NEMO in heteroge
neous 4G networks. The QoS control architecture and related QoS signaling for IMS-NEMO are 
presented for the first time. The establishment of entire bearer for the MN can reduce the cost 
of QoS signaling when the sessions arrive and terminate frequently. The multi-access network 
selection policy enables the MN to select the optimal access network for each session. The IBS 
algorithm reduces the bandwidth utilization by transmitting the non-real-time data via the idle 
bandwidth reserved for the VBR flows. The theoretical analysis and experimental simulation prove 
that the HBS scheme can satisfy users' QoS requirement and obtain a more efficient use of wireless 
bandwidth, compared with the current QoS schemes. 
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